Four Seasons Hotel Buenos Aires
“After 16 months and a $49 million
renovation, Four Seasons Hotel Buenos
Aires has had a vibrant rebirth and welcomes savvy globetrotters to a new level of
luxury, lifestyle, and service that remains
outstanding.
We are the new kid on the block and
we are waiting for you to visit us.”
- Rebeca Selley-Morales, General Manager

LOCATED IN BUENOS AIRES’ LA RECOLETA
district, Four Seasons Hotel Buenos Aires
(fourseasons.com/buenosaires) features 116 spacious guest rooms and 49 suites, including seven
one-of-a-kind suites in the property’s adjacent “La
Mansion.” A $49-million renovation included a
thoughtful redesign of the hotel and encompasses
the lobby, guest rooms, landscaped grounds, and
three new dining concepts. The final renovation
phase, a refurbishment of the hotel’s meeting and
event spaces, was completed in 2013. Luxurious
amenities range from an outdoor heated Romanstyle pool to a state-of-the-art fitness facility.
Guests seeking a most exclusive experience will
revel in the one-of-a-kind Owner’s Suite, which reflects the different materials and textures of Argentina.
The “Zaino” line was specially designed for
this suite and offers uniquely handcrafted furniture,
textiles, and objects using natural products that reflect different areas of the country. Visitors will ap- Details of the Owner Suite’s living area, dining area, and bathroom
preciate woods like Lapacho, Paraíso, and Lenga; textiles from the Andean region; and hand-woven
and dyed “American Camel’s” wool. Onyx, Andean Silver, and Marrón Coral Marble containing coral
fossil formations are also present, thereby bringing the sea into the room.
The Mesopotamian area is well-represented with authorized farmed “Caiman” leather from a
type of crocodile that lives by the Paraná River.
The decorative “fileteado” – hand-carved mirrors with exclusive drawing designs – bring to
mind typical Buenos Aires saloons, where Tango is danced, as well as drawings featured on the
characteristic buses (“colectivos”) that cross the great city at a 2x4 rhythm.
The scene is complete with the marvelous vista of the Avenida 9 de Julio, and its obelisk,
peeping into the windows among perfumes of wood, lavender, and leather.
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